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By Barry Stiefel : Jewish Community of Metro Detroit: 1945-2005, The (Images of America)  the 1967 detroit 
riot also known as the 12th street riot or the 1967 detroit rebellion was a violent public disorder that turned into a civil 
disturbance in detroit get the latest breaking news across the us on abcnews Jewish Community of Metro Detroit: 1945-
2005, The (Images of America): 

4 of 5 review helpful a wonderful walk through history By LB This book helped Jewish Detroit come alive for me I 
felt like I was there celebrating each moment I would recommend this book to everyone even if you are not from 
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Detroit because it allows you to be apart of a community s special history 4 of 5 review helpful WoW What a treasury 
of information on our community After the end of World War II Americans across the United States began a mass 
migration from the urban centers to suburbia Entire neighborhoods transplanted themselves The Jewish Community of 
Metro Detroit 1945 2005 provides a pictorial history of the Detroit Jewish community s transition from the city to the 
suburbs outside of Detroit For the Jewish communities life in the Detroit suburbs has been focused on family within a 
pluralism that embraces the spectrum o About the Author Barry Stiefel is a doctoral student in the historic preservation 
program at Tulane University in New Orleans where he is studying the preservation of historic Jewish sites and Jewish 
urban history A native and resident of Ann Arbor Michigan 
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